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Abstract

Brand competition is modelled using an agent based approach in order to examine the

long run dynamics of market structure and brand characteristics. A repeated game is

designed where myopic firms choose strategies based on beliefs about their rivals and

consumers. Consumers are heterogeneous and can observe neighbor behaviour through

social networks. Although firms do not observe them, the social networks have a signif-

icant impact on the emerging market structure. Presence of networks tends to polarize

market share and leads to higher volatility in brands. Yet convergence in brand charac-

teristics usually happens whenever the market reaches a steady state. Scale-free networks

accentuate the polarization and volatility more than small world or random networks.

Unilateral innovations are less frequent under social networks.
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1. Introduction

Modern markets of any kind are highly complex entities with large numbers of hetero-

geneous constituents who interact with each other using complicated inter-relationships.

This paper analyzes one crucial aspect of the long-run dynamics in competitive markets

– the evolution of competing brands over time – especially in the presence of interact-

ing consumers who are able to influence each others purchase decisions. Analysis of such

“non linear” complex systems require sophisticated techniques which go beyond the stan-

dard theoretical or econometric ones (Jager (2007), Gilbert et al. (2007)). Consequently,

an agent based model is used, which takes a bottom up disaggregated approach towards

modelling the evolution of a typical oligopolistic market with competing brands.

Brand competition is an established phenomenon in today’s marketplace. It has been

repeatedly asserted that brand names are the most valuable and marketable assets for

most organizations (Aaker (2003), Balmer and Gray (2003), Warlop et al. (2005)). They

play a key role in differentiating manufacturers from their rivals. However, recent studies

have revealed a strong trend towards homogenization of leading brands in the market

place (see Clancy and Trout (2002) for more details). The Copernicus brand trends study

(2000), examining consumers’ perceptions about brands in 46 different categories, found

that brand distinctions have tended to decrease over time in a large proportion of them.

A counter-intuitive empirical finding such as this is difficult to explain using traditional

game theoretic or econometric analysis. “Branding”, which by definition should lead to

distinction, apparently is not working in many categories, as far as consumer perceptions

are concerned.

This paper presents a simulation which models the long-run evolution of brand build-

ing strategies of agents representing rival firms in a hypothetical market. The focus is on

how these agents innovate and/or copy each other to change brand characteristics and

prices under competitive pressure within an evolutionary framework. The idea of treating

inter-brand competition as an evolutionary phenomenon has been presented before, most

notably by Milne and Mason (1990) with the use of ecological niche theory1. This paper

takes this idea forward by providing a computational agent based framework to study

competition – which has the additional advantage of incorporating non-linearities such

as social networks within the system under study. The model presented here restricts

itself to existing brands only, and do not address the more complicated issue of entry

and exit. The model has been built with fast moving consumer goods markets (FMCG)

1Also see Henderson (1980), Henderson (1989), Lambkin and Day (1989).
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in mind, which possess two important characteristics: one, new variants of products are

regularly introduced and two, consumers make repeat purchases at regular intervals.

The following broad questions are addressed here. Given a natural evolutionary

framework, how do the market shares of competing brands emerge as a function of

underlying factors such as the nature of social networks within the population, the nature

of consumer preferences, relative cost of innovation over copying among firms, etc.? Do

such markets reach some form of a dynamic steady state in the long run in the absence

of new product entry? Is convergence of brand characteristics an emergent phenomenon

given the nature of the market? How frequently do firms adopt their brands in response

to the state of the market and in what way?

The agent based approach is able to tackle the inherent heterogeneity and complexity

of a market place much more efficiently than traditional approaches. Each individual

consumer agent in the model is unique in its tastes and preferences. Each is able to

communicate with its neighbors and exchange information about each others purchases.

Every firm is an independent agent and follows its own strategies, which are conditioned

on its beliefs about its rival’s strategies. Firms in this model have incomplete information

about its rivals and consumers. Moreover, they have zero knowledge about the underlying

social networks amongst the consumers. A repeated evolutionary game is designed within

this framework, where firms choose product characteristics and prices, earn a profit and

consumers choose a product every period.

1.1. Background

A significant volume of marketing and economic literature has been based on the study

of brand competition. Most of them deal with effects of marketing initiatives by firms

and supermarkets on consumer purchase patterns. Brand loyalty, quality competition,

price competition are few of the recurring topics in this vein of literature.

The research is largely empirical, based mostly on loyalty card shopping data in

recent times2. At the same time, there has been a steady rise in literature, typically

within marketing research, investigating “word-of-mouth” effects on consumer behaviour,

introduction of new products, innovations etc. (see for instance, Goldenberg et al. (2001),

Goldenberg et al. (2002), Libai et al. (2005)). While the amount of research in this field

is understandably large, the present work is one of the first of its kind in examining the

2See for example, Lal and Rao (1997), Johnson and Myatt (2003) and Dube and Manchanda (2005).

Related closely to this vein of literature is the use of discrete choice models of consumer behaviour

(Anderson et al., 1992)
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long run dynamics of competition – especially from the point of view of brand evolution,

which also explicitly takes into account the effect of underlying social networks.

A large vein of social network literature has largely focussed on the formation and

evolution of networks (see Kirman et al. (2007) and Fontainem (2008)). While these

focus on the relationships between actors or groups of actors and how they evolve, this

work carries out the analysis at a different level – under the assumption that the net-

work structure is given, it examines the network’s effects on various processes occurring

within it. Similar approaches, where effects of network structures on macroscopic phe-

nomena have been studied can be found in Watts (2002) (emergence of global information

cascades), Cowan and Jonard (2004) (diffusion of knowledge), Alfarano and Milakovic

(2009) (herding models), Battiston et al. (2007) (propagation of bankruptcy) and Nier

et al. (2007) (financial stability).

In Lopez-Pintado (2006), the question of how collective dynamics of a large pop-

ulation of individuals faced with a binary decision depends on social influences is ad-

dressed. The authors have classified social influence models into three groups – namely,

heuristic, mechanistic and social utility based models. Further, they propose an useful

alternative to the above, the so called influence-response function. Under the reasonably

general assumption that individuals are unaware of their behaviour influencing others,

and that the others influence each other, individual behavioral rules can be defined using

a influence-response function. The “threshold model” introduced by Granovetter (1978)

and implemented in this paper (defined by strictly positive implicit externalities), is a

special case of the above framework3.

Dubey et al. (2006) uses a game theoretic approach to analyze competition for con-

sumers on a social network. Their approach is different compared to here, in the sense

that the strategy space for the firms is defined solely by advertising spend on each con-

sumer. They define a game where firms, with full knowledge of the network structure,

choose the amounts to spend on each consumer. And each consumer chooses which firm

to buy from every period, depending on the amounts spent on him, as well as what his

neighbours have chosen in the earlier period. The authors characterize the existence of

Nash Equilibria and identify the conditions that lead to its uniqueness as well as its

3Another direction of research related indirectly to our work is represented in Leskovec et al. (2006a)

and Leskovec et al. (2006b), where real-life recommendation networks obtained from large online retailer

recommendation scheme are analyzed. Their work shows that it might be possible to map real-life

consumer intercommunication networks related to particular products. While the present work uses

some widely adopted “theoretical” networks (which are still inspired by empirical findings), it might be

possible in future to obtain more information on social influences that correspond to particular markets.
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precise characterization. The current paper, although related, has a different focus and

methodology altogether. Here each firm’s strategy space is different and they have zero

knowledge of the underlying social network. The consumer choice functions are also

different – being more in tune with the discrete choice literature, given the nature of

markets being examined here. And whereas Dubey et al. (2006) shows the existence of

an unique equilibrium and its characterization, this paper characterizes the evolutionary

dynamics of the competitive game under different parameter values, market structures

and network settings.

In Sengupta et al. (2007), a preliminary version of the underlying evolutionary model

of competition was developed. Some initial results on how brands might evolve were

also presented. The social network structures used were less formal than presented

here – a classic random model and a 2-level network model (a coarse approximation

of recommendation networks obtained from empirical research on online retailers) were

used. The current paper follows a similar direction, but formalizes the model further

and makes the implementation of the social networks more rigorous and in line with

current literature. Furthermore, the simulation based experiments are based on a higher

dimensional parameter space resulting in far richer and more robust results.

Here three variations of network topologies are used – random (Bollobás, 2001), scale-

free (Barabási and Albert, 1999) and small world (Watts and Strogatz, 1998), with a no

network case used as the benchmark. Results indicate that the emergent characteristics

of the model are dependant on the structure and strength of the networks, although

the firms do not condition their strategies on the networks explicitly. Networks tend to

induce high degrees of volatility within brands as well as polarization in market share.

Results also show that in some respects, the scale-free network stands out from the rest

as it induces more extreme outcomes under some settings. Of the three, the effects

of a random networks seem to be relatively closest to the benchmark case in terms of

outcomes (although still significantly different from it), followed by the small world and

the scale free respectively.

2. The Model

The underlying model of behaviour is presented in three separate parts. The first

describes the one-shot interaction of the firms, which in turn is used to define the repeated

game specified in the second. The third part describes the consumer specific utility based

choice model as well as the effect of social influences, encompassing the behaviour of

consumer agents.
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2.1. One shot game

An oligopolistic market is examined with multiple firms competing against each other.

For simplicity, consider a duopoly with two firms, X and Y, each producing one brand4.

As part of its brand building strategy, each firm can invest in modifying K > 0 product

characteristics in order to distinguish it from that of its rival5. This set is identical and

exogenously given for both firms, i.e. firms cannot invent new characteristics for their

product, they can only change existing ones.

Consider firm X. Define x = {x1, x2, x3, . . . , xK} ∈ R
K
+ as a vector of independent

controllable characteristics in X’s product. A corresponding vector y ∈ R
K
+ is defined for

the rival Y. The following assumptions are made in the model:

Assumption 1. The number of brands in the market are given and there is no intro-
duction of new or withdrawal of existing brands.

Assumption 2. Cost information of both firms is common knowledge.

Define qx(x,y, px, py) as the market share of firm X, where x and px are the charac-

teristic vector and unit price of X respectively, and y and py are those of the rival. The

market share of the rival Y is similarly given by, qy(x,y, px, py).

Firms have the option to invest in “innovations” which change the attribute vector

of its products. However, such changes always come at a cost, which is proportional to

the magnitude of change. Let ci = {ci(1), . . . , ci(K)} be the vector of marginal costs

incurred due to such innovations, where the kth element in ci represents the cost of an

unit change in the kth characteristic. The superscript i represents innovation – the firm

in question changing the product unilaterally and not simply copying the rival.

Firms also have a choice to “mimic” (copy) what the other firm does. Here too

the firm has to bear a cost proportional to the degree by which it changes its brand’s

characteristics. In this model, it is always cheaper for a firm to mimic the rival than

invest in new innovations. If cc represents vector of cost of mimicking, then cc < ci.

The third choice available to firms is to keep one or more of its characteristics un-

changed, i.e. maintaining status quo. The cost of maintaining status quo is naturally

4This is a single product single brand model. The more realistic scenario of multiple products under

one brand, and/or multiple brands under one firm, is outside the scope of this analysis.
5Firms in this model optimize the mix of K product attributes. In real life, this requires information

about consumers’ preferences as well as the products of its rivals. There is evidence in the literature

that firms do indeed carry out product optimization to some degree, especially with the development

of empirical techniques such as conjoint analysis and increasing engagement with consumers via the

internet. See Green et al. (1981), Bloch (1995), Dahan and Hauser (2002) for more information.
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fixed at zero, i.e. co = 0. The cost vector {ci, cc} are labeled as the research costs of

the firm. An additional assumption is made about firms’ costs:

Assumption 3. All research costs are identical for both firms in each of their brands.6

Define S = {i, c, o} as the set of actions available in each characteristic as defined

above. Hence the set of pure strategies available to a firm is the cartesian product SK .

Let sx, sy ∈ SK be the pure strategies chosen by firms X and Y respectively. Note that,

sx =
{
sx(k)

}K

k=1
and sy =

{
sy(k)

}K

k=1
, where sx(k), sy(k) ∈ S.

Let x̃ be the initial and x the final characteristic vector as chosen by firm X. Then

Δxk = |xk − x̃k| ∀ k = 1 . . .K.

Define Ix ⊂ K, such that if firm X invests in an innovation in characteristic k ∈ K, then

K\Ix represents the set of characteristics in which the firm either mimics the rival or

maintains status quo. Similarly define Iy for firm Y. Then the total research costs of X

and Y are,

C(sx) =
∑
k∈Ix

ci(k)Δxk +
∑

k∈K\Ix
cc(k)Δxk (2.1a)

C(sy) =
∑
k∈Iy

ci(k)Δyk +
∑

k∈K\Iy
cc(k)Δyk (2.1b)

respectively. Let c > 0 be the per unit production cost for both firms and N , the total

size of the consumer population. The realized (ex post) profits for X and Y are,

πX(sx, sy) = N(px − c)qx(x,y, px, py)− C(sx) (2.2a)

πY (sx, sy) = N(py − c)qy(x,y, px, py)− C(sy). (2.2b)

Consider firm X’s problem when it has decided to innovate (carry out action i) in

Ix ⊂ K characteristics. X solves the following optimization problem regarding how much

to innovate in each dimension:

max
xk

EπX(xk; k ∈ Ix) ∀ k ∈ Ix

where EπX(xk; k ∈ Ix) is the expected profit of X. Note that the above optimization is a

subproblem which arises only if a firm decides to carry out new innovation in any of its

characteristics. Also, the arguments of EπX(·) above are different from ones in (2.2), as

the function is now conditional on the strategic action already decided upon. To keep

6Not an unreasonable assumption given that both firms have same access to technology.
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the computation simple, the optimization is carried out conditional on the rival’s original

levels of brand characteristics and price.

Pricing is another strategic decision which firms undertake, in the second step of the

decision making process. A simple expected profit maximization rule is followed where

the expected profits of X and Y are defined respectively as,

EπX(px|sx, s̃y, p̃y) = N(px − c)Eqx(x, ỹ, px, p̃y)− C(sx) (2.3a)

EπY (py|sy, s̃x, p̃x) = N(py − c)Eqy(x̃,y, py, p̃x)− C(sy). (2.3b)

Eqx(·) and Eqy(·) are the expected market shares of X and Y respectively. Each firm’s

pricing problem is reduced to maximization of (2.3a) and (2.3b) with respect to px and

py respectively. Once again, to reduce computational overload on the firms, each assumes

that the rival’s product and prices will remain unchanged from their initial values. Eqx(·)
and Eqy(·) will be specified based on consumer preferences, to be discussed subsequently.

Consider the following three stage interaction between the firms. In the first stage,

each observes the current state of the market, which is given by the characteristics and

prices of its own brand as well as its rival’s. In the second stage, both firms simultaneously

decide on whether to innovate (i), mimic (c) or maintain status quo (o) in each of its

product characteristic. Firms also set the price for its brand once the characteristics

have been decided upon. In the third stage, production is carried out, final outputs are

sold in the market and profits realized. The three stage interaction described above, the

payoffs in (2.2), the finite set of pure strategies SK and finite set of players X and Y

constitute a one-shot simultaneous game G, which has at least one Nash Equilibrium in

either pure or mixed strategies.

2.2. Repeated game

A repeated version of game G is considered in order to analyze the evolution of the

industry over time. The current setup involves an infinitely repeated game with no fixed

time horizon. The interaction between the two firms happens in the following manner.

Each period is divided into three stages. In stage one, both firms get to observe the

outcome in the market of the previous period, which include its own and the rivals choice

of characteristics and prices. In the second stage, each of them simultaneously decide

on whether to innovate, mimic or maintain status quo in each of the K characteristics.

Prices are also set in this stage once characteristics have been decided. In the last stage,

production is carried out, final outputs sold in the market and profits realized. This ends

the current period and begins the next one, with the above interaction being repeated.
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The complete interaction defined above can be represented by {Gt}∞t=1, where Gt

is the stage game in period t. The inter-period adjustment in players’ strategies are

modelled using replicator dynamics – a set of difference equations governing the adjust-

ment in the probabilities with which players play each strategy at every iteration of the

game – the discrete time equivalent to the selection dynamics algorithm first proposed

by Taylor and Jonker (1978). Note that the original replicator dynamics is an adaptive

algorithm based on adjustment in probability distribution of strategies over generations,

but in the present context, implies an adjustment to mixed strategies over time. One

final assumption is made regarding the firm agents:

Assumption 4. Firms are myopic with regard to expected profit and do not take into
account the presence or absence of social networks within consumers.

This implies that only current period profits are taken into consideration when up-

dating or choosing a strategy. It also implies that the firms do not take into account

any social influencing or peer pressure effects that might be present within the consumer

population.

The evolution of strategies are modelled in the following manner. Define Ω(S) ∈ R
3
+,

as the set of possible discrete probability distributions over the set S. Correspondingly,

the mixed strategy space for any firm is given by Ω(SK) ∈ R
3K

+ . Any element σ ∈
Ω(SK) is a mixed strategy, i.e. a probability distribution over SK . To ease up the

notational complexity and given the fact that the firms are symmetric, all X and Y

identifiers are dropped henceforth. Let xt = {x1
t , . . . , x

K
t } ∈ R

K represent the vector of

K characteristics at period t of any one of the firm’s product. The corresponding vector

for the rival is represented by x′t ∈ R
K .

Define πt as the payoff matrix for the firm we are examining, where each element

πt(s, s
′), represents the ex post profit of the firm in period t when this firm chooses pure

strategy s and the rival chooses s′, where s, s′ ∈ SK . As in the earlier section, a firm’s

ex post profit as function of its own and its rival’s choice of pure strategies is given by:

πt(st, s
′
t) = N(pt − c)q(xt,x

′
t, pt, p

′
t)− C(st) (2.4)

where

C(st) =
∑
k∈It

ci(k)Δxk
t +

∑
k∈K\It

cc(k)Δxk
t

Δxk
t = xk

t − xk
t−1

and where xk
0 is exogenously fixed for all k = 1, . . . ,K. Note that the cost of changing a

brand characteristics is proportional to the difference between xk
t and xk

t−1, where xk
t−1

is the level of the characteristic k in period t− 1.
9



Let σt(s) ∈ Ω be a mixed strategy (a vector with 3K elements) defined over the pure

strategy s =
{
sk

}K

k=1
∈ SK such that

∑
s∈SK

σt(s) = 1 at every period t7. σ′t(s
′) is the

corresponding mixed strategy vector of the rival defined over his pure strategy s′ ∈ SK .

Let πt(s) be the expected (or ex ante) profit of the firm from choosing action s. In

the nomenclature of evolutionary game theory, πt is the fitness of the pure strategy s

against σ′t. Hence,

πt(s) =
∑

s′∈SK

σ′t(s
′)πt(s, s

′)

=
(
σ′t
)T

· πt (2.5)

for all s ∈ S and where a superscript T represents a transpose. The overall fitness of

strategy σt against σ
′
t or in other words, the expected profit from σt against σ

′
t is,

πt =
(
σ′t
)T

· πt · σt. (2.6)

Let σt+1(s) be the probability with which a firm plays s in period t+1. Using Taylor

and Jonker’s formulation, the inter-period adjustment in the probabilities are given by,

σt+1(s)− σt(s) =
πt(s)− πt

πt
σt(s) (2.7)

for every s ∈ SK . Equation (2.7) represents the dynamic which determines the evolution

of mixed strategies in the system. It implies that pure strategies which are fitter than

the average increase their likelihood of being chosen over time, while the others see a

gradual decline. There are two points to take note off. Unlike populations considered

in evolutionary game theory, where strategies play against each other over generations

of individuals, here it is the firms which play against each other using strategies which

evolve over time. And secondly, the analysis is complicated due to the fact that the profit

matrix πt is not constant but keeps changing over time. Every choice of a pure strategy

profile (st, s
′
t) at time t, changes the underlying game by redefining πt, such that Gt will

generally be different from Gt+1.

7To be more precise, let H be a matrix of dimensions 3 × K, such that the kth column represents a

probability distribution over S in the kth characteristic. Let hjk be the element of H from the jth row

and kth column. Given s =
{
sk

}K

k=1
, then

σt(s) =
K∏

k=1

hjk where j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, if sk = i

2, if sk = c

3, if sk = o.
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2.3. Consumers

Consumer agents in the model use a linear non-random utility based choice function

when contemplating the purchase of either brand X or Y. An “address-based” approach is

used in modelling preferences, where each consumer is endowed with an unique ideal point

in the K-dimensional characteristic space. The ideal point of an individual consumer

represents the best or ideal set of characteristics that the consumer would like to see in

a product. Consumer i’s utility from consuming product j is given by,

U j
i = −pj + vi(j) j = x,y, (2.8)

where, pj is the price of brand j at any given time. The term vi(j) captures the ideal point

based preference characterization in the following way. Let I = (I1, I2) be a point in

the characteristic space, which represents the part of the population’s preferences which

is known (to the firms). Consumers are uniformly distributed around I. A random

polar vector (ri, θi) ∈ [0, R] × [0, 2π] – where both ri and θi are drawn from a uniform

distribution on the given domains – is associated with each consumer i. The vector (ri, θi)

forms that part of individual preferences which is unknown to the firms. Individual

random ideal point of i is then given by, (I1i , I
2
i ) = (I1 + ri cos θi, I

2 + ri sin θi). The

function vi(j) is defined as,

vi(j) = −
2∑

k=1

(xk − Iki )
2, (2.9)

which is the negative Euclidean distance of the brand X from i’s ideal. The higher the

distance, lower is the utility from a particular brand, as is implied by the negative sign.

The expected market shares used in Equation (2.3), Eqx(·) and Eqy(·), can now be

characterized. The logistic probability function is widely used in market research, as

an estimate of probability of choice wherever discrete choice is involved (see Anderson

et al. (1988), Anderson et al. (1992), Berry (1994)). Firm agents in this model are

also assumed to implement a logistic framework in estimating expected market shares.

Each firm takes into account the information it has about the market and defines the

probability of purchase of product j as,

Pr(j) =
exp{−pj + v(j)}∑

m∈{x,y}
exp{−pm + v(m)}

where, v(j) = −
2∑

k=1

(jk − Ik)2 and j = x,y. As can be seen, only the known part of the

consumer preferences (average preference (I1, I2), around which consumers are randomly
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distributed) is being used to compute probability of purchase. Set Eqx(·) = Pr(x) and

Eqy(·) = Pr(y), in order to define expected market shares.

Finally, the social influence framework is characterized using the threshold model,

applied extensively in analyzing spread of influence over networks. Introduced by Gra-

novetter (1978), this class of models are used in situations where agents possess some

kind of resistance to change, but may choose to change provided there is enough moti-

vation. Each consumer i ∈ N is connected to ni ≥ 0 other consumers, who may affect

his choice. Such a network is represented by an undirected graph Ψ = {N,L} where

L = (u, v) ⊂ N×N is a collection of couples of customers with (u, v) representing the in-

formation flow between consumer u and consumer v. For any individual i, let nt(x) ≤ ni

be the number of neighbours of i that have purchased brand X in period t. Let α ∈ [0, 1]

be the threshold which determines the effect of social influence on individual consumers.

Utility of each consumer i is re-formulated in the following manner.

V j
i =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
U j
i , if

nt(j)

ni
< α

∞, if
nt(j)

ni
≥ α

(2.10)

for j = x, y. Equation (2.10) implies that a consumer is influenced by his neighbours if

enough of them are buying a certain product.

Jager and Janssen (2008) point out that the difference between normative and infor-

mative mechanisms of influence through a social network is usually neglected, but that it

is an important factor which should be taken into account when modelling and analyzing

social influence processes. The focus of the threshold model presented here is observation

of behaviour across the network, rather than diffusion of product specific information.

Introduction of informative mechanisms should ideally be a part of market level analysis,

but introduces an additional level of complication which should be addressed within a

different setting. Another model of social influence – the Elaboration Likelihood Model

– a model based in social psychology has been successfully incorporated in Mosler et.al.

(2001). Once again, in order to focus on the market level dynamics and to keep the

results tractable, a simpler threshold model was used8.

3. Experimental Setup

The theoretical framework specified above is incorporated into a multi-agent simu-

lation using C� within the .NET framework provided by Visual Studio 2005. It is then

8For an informative and seminal meta-study on how social impact may influence individual decision

making, see Latane (1981).
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used to run repeated experiments under different settings and scenarios. Network models

were implemented using efficient algorithms given in Batagelj and Brandes (2005).

3.1. Firms

Two symmetric firms are considered, each producing one brand – X and Y respec-

tively. Each brand has two characteristics, Char1 and Char2, and a single price. The

characteristics’ space is R2
+ and each product is initialized as a point in that space in the

beginning of each experiment. Four different initial positioning of the brands are used in

the simulations and which are referred to as “initial states” in all subsequent sections.

1. (10,30) for X and (30,10) for Y

2. (20,20) for X and (20,100) for Y

3. (20,20) for X and (100,20) for Y

4. (20,20) for X and (100,100) for Y.

It is assumed that research costs are identical across both characteristics, i.e. ci(1) =

ci(2) = ci and cc(1) = cc(2) = cc. Two separate settings for research costs are used.

First, when innovation is much more expensive compared to copying: ci = 100, cc = 20.

And second, when innovation and copying costs are not too far apart: ci = 100, cc = 80.

Two separate settings are used for the starting retail prices, px0 and py0, as well. The

first, when neither firm has a price advantage: px0 = py0 = 150 and second, when X has

an advantage over Y: px0 = 150 and py0 = 250.

3.2. Consumers

Two independent but co-existing groups of consumers, Group1 and Group2, are set

up. Depending on the relative sizes of each, two population settings of consumers are

taken into account within the simulations – symmetric and asymmetric. In the symmet-

ric case, each group has 500 consumers, and in the asymmetric case, Group1 has 200

and Group2 has 800 consumers. For both settings, the group ideal point (I) is set as,

IdealPointGroup1 = (40, 80) and IdealPointGroup2 = (80, 40). Furthermore, each con-

sumer has an unique ideal point which is drawn randomly around IdealPointGroup1 and

IdealPointGroup2. As described in Section 2.3, each consumer agent is represented as a

random polar vector (ri, θi) ∈ [0, R] × [0, 2π]. For the symmetric distribution, R = 60

for both Group1 and Group2, whereas for the asymmetric case, R = 20 for Group1 and

R = 80 for Group2. Note that initial states 1 and 4 are where both brands are symmetric
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with respect to the centers of both consumer groups, whereas in initial states 2 and 3,

only one brand (X) is so.

Eight separate experiments are carried out, corresponding to the eight combinations

of brand specific and consumer specific settings. Each parameter combination is labeled

as a “Set” and Table 1 provides a summary of all eight. Figure 1 provides a graphical

summary of the initial starting positions of X and Y, vis-a-vis consumer groups 1 and 2.

3.3. Networks

Interactions between consumers are assumed given in advance, static (i.e. do not

change during simulations) and on the whole set of consumers (intra- and inter-groups).

They are modelled on the following three network types: random, scale-free and small-

world network. Two different settings are used for each network type: dense and sparse.

In a classic random network (Bollobás, 2001), links between consumers are cre-

ated independently and uniformly at random with probability pRN which is used as a

parameter in the simulations.

A scale-free network (Barabási and Albert, 1999) is created following rule known

as a preferential attachment and incremental growth. One starts with a fixed number

of nodes. New nodes are then gradually added and connected to the fixed number nSF

of nodes. A new node is connected to an existing node with probability proportional

to the latter’s degree. Hence well-connected nodes become ever more connected (“rich

gets richer”) resulting in a large number of nodes with small degree (power-law degree

distribution).

A small-world network (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) is a highly clustered network9

(i.e. locally well connected), but with the minimum distance between any two randomly

chosen nodes being short. In order to implement the small-world network here, all nodes

start on a circle with each node connected to the nSW closest nodes clockwise and anti-

clockwise, and then with probability pSW some links are rewired. Both pSW and nSW

are used as parameters as well.

The following are the parameter values set for the dense and sparse settings respec-

tively: pRN = 0.02, nSF = 20, nSW = 10 and pSW = 0.05 for the dense networks

setting, and pRN = 0.004, nSF = 4, nSW = 2 and pSW = 0.05 for sparse networks.

9More formally, if a network is highly clustered it means that the average clustering coefficient is

high. The clustering coefficient for the node v represents a ratio between the number of existing links in

v’s neighborhood and maximum possible links in his neighborhood. By comparison, random networks

are not clustered and have short distances, while regular lattices tend to be clustered and have long

distances.
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Additionally, thresholds are assumed to be uniform in the population, i.e. that each con-

sumer has the same threshold. Experiments were ran for two different threshold levels:

low, where the threshold was set on α = 0.25, and high, for α = 0.75.

4. Results

Experiments are separately carried out for all Sets (parameter settings) shown in

Table 1, once without consumer networks (NN), and once with each type of networks –

random networks(RN), small-world networks (SW) and scale free networks (SF). Addi-

tionally within each network setting, experiments are batched into those with “dense”

and those with “sparse” network settings, as well as with the two levels of thresholds

(α), 0.25 and 0.75. Each of these experiments were repeated for all initial states (1 to 4)

of brands as well. In all, 416 unique experiments are carried out, each experiment repre-

senting a particular combination of parameters and settings. The experiments presented

here encompass a large multi-dimensional parameter space and have been designed to

cover as large a volume of this space as possible plus with reasonable variations in the

parameter values themselves. Figures 2 to 6 summarize the results from all key experi-

ments. Experiments whose results are not significantly or noticeably different from the

ones presented, have been left out from the figures in order to economize on space.

Each experiment is run in the following manner. An experiment consists of 100

independent runs of the simulation with the same settings and parameter values, with

averages computed over 100 runs for all key results. Also each of these 100 simulations

are limited to 1000 time-steps. The key results include a record of the number of time-

steps at which each of the major decision variables – Char1, Char2 and Price reached a

steady state in each of the brands. Other key variables recorded are market share and

the number of time steps in which innovations occur at the end of the 1000 rounds.

A steady state is defined in the following manner. In any given characteristic for

any given brand, consecutive blocks of 10 time-steps are examined in each of the 100

runs of the simulation. The characteristic is said to have reached steady state if the

following conditions are met for 5 consecutive blocks: the changes in the minimum value

and the maximum value is less than 1 and the change in the standard deviation is less

than 0.5. For the first 5-block time window which satisfies these conditions, the value

of the characteristic at the terminal time-step of the 5th block is considered to be the

steady state value10.

10The parameters have been chosen to be stringent enough such that, under the defined steady state,
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The results from the experiments can be categorized into three separate groups:

steady state and convergence results, effects on relative market shares and effects on

the average number of innovations in the market. However, one general results can be

seen to be true across most of the experiments – the very presence or absence of networks

of any kind has a significant effect on the emerging properties of the market. This is

in spite of the fact that the brands’ strategies (ex ante) are not conditioned on them,

as firms do not have any information regarding either the presence or properties of net-

works, and hence do not form any beliefs regarding them. Results are presented in detail

below.

4.1. Steady State and Convergence

Two significant results can be identified from the experiments with regard to the

stability of market and convergence in characteristics.

Result 1 (Steady States). Steady states emerge in at least 90% of all runs in each
experiment without networks, but the proportion falls very significantly in the presence
of any network. Steady states in presence of networks are relatively more prevalent when
initial starting prices of both brands are same and α = 0.75. Generally, RN is more
conducive towards emergence of steady states over SF and SW.

Steady states emerge almost naturally in the absence of networks for all initial starting

positions in the market and with very little variation across Sets 1 to 8. However, in

presence of networks of any kind, markets are more volatile. Additionally, steady states

emerge in only a subset of experiments when networks are present and α = 0.75. In

experiments with the lower threshold of 0.25, steady states do not emerge at all. Figure

2 reports the results initial states 2 and 4 under dense and sparse network settings.

The volatility in networked markets can be explained by the formation of “commu-

nities” locked into buying the same product. In such markets, changes happen in large

discrete steps and consequently witness large swings in market shares within a short

space of time. As a result, brands are not able to “coordinate” into a steady state. This

is borne out by the fact that when α = 0.25 (and communities are easier to form), steady

states are completely absent. Also, not surprisingly, steady states are more likely (on

average) when starting prices are exactly the same for both brands (experiments 3, 4, 7

and 8 in Figure 2). Once again, “coordination” is easier if the brands start out on an

equal footing. However, the standard deviation is high in these cases, indicating that

the firms undergo almost no change in brand position for 50 consecutive time-steps within the 1000

allowed in each experiment. These values have been tested for robustness, in the sense that regular

perturbations around the chosen values do not affect the results in any significant way.
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though it is easier to coordinate, it is by no means certain. It is of interest to note

the link between effectiveness of networks and the volatility across runs within the same

experiment. As networks become less effective and consequent community formation less

probable (α = 0.75), steady states begin to emerge more frequently – which is exhibited

by the wider variation in outcomes (as compared to α = 0.25).

When comparison is done between RN and SW, it can be seen that in the presence

of SW networks, the likelihood of an emergent steady state is negligible, a fact not easily

explainable.

Result 2 (Convergence). Under NN, convergence in any one characteristic happens
in at least 50% of the runs where a steady state has been achieved. With networks present,
convergence in characteristics is relatively easier to achieve than NN, if and only if steady
states are reached.

This implies that, while steady states are difficult to reach in networked markets,

when they do form, they are also associated with a higher degree of convergence than

under NN. See Figure 3 for illustration with initial state 4. Additionally, Figure 4 shows

the average and standard deviation of the number of time steps required to reach steady

states in both brands (for initial state 2). In line with Result 1, NN situations see steady

states emerge easily within the first 500 steps on average, whereas it takes more time in

most networked situations. Networks inhibit the emergence of steady states in general,

less in RN than in SF or SW. Hence when networks are less effective in formation of

communities (i.e. α = 0.75), there is higher likelihood of speedy emergence of steady

states (indicated by higher standard deviations). This is especially true for initial states

3, 4, 7 and 8, where the time required can be relatively very low (see Figure 4).

4.2. Market Share

Market share shows some interesting patterns in the experiments conducted. In the

absence of networks, predictably enough, the symmetric firms share the market more or

less equally at the end 1000 time steps (with minor variation across experiments with the

same settings). However, the pattern changes significantly in the presence of networks.

Result 3 (Market Share). Market is divided up equally in absence of networks. In
the presence of networks, the brand with the initial price advantage usually emerges as
the market leader.

Note that while initial price advantage does not affect the final state of the market

in the NN case, it is certainly not so with social networks present – the brand with an

initial price advantage (brand X in all experiments) manages to capture whole of the
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market (see Figure 5). Presence of networks, once again lock in consumer agents into

“communities” who all buy the cheaper product early on, and which the rival brand finds

difficult to penetrate. The only exception is the SW sparse case with α = 0.25 within

initial state 4, where the price advantage did not matter and the brands share the market

uniformly (Figure 5 (c)).

It is interesting to investigate the market share patterns in those experiments with

networks where initial prices of both brands were equal (Sets 3, 4, 7 and 8). In contrast

to the rest of the cases, the initial state of the brands often did matter in such cases.

Result 4 (Market Share, Equal Price). With equal initial prices and initial states
1 and 4, both brands share the market evenly in presence of networks. For initial states
2 and 3, one brand might emerge as the market leader under the same conditions. This
effect is strongest in SF, relatively less so in SW and mostly absent in RN.

Overall, in the presence of networks, the effect of initial prices dominate over that

of the initial state of brands. However, Result 4 implies that when prices are equal,

initial states matter for the emerging state of the market. Initial states 1 and 4 are the

ones where both brands are placed symmetrically with respect to the centers of both

consumer groups, whereas 2 and 3 are the ones where one brand is placed closer to one

of the centers than the other. The latter may lead to an asymmetric distribution in

market share when price effects are absent. Additionally, a difference can be seen here

with respect to the topology of the network present as well.

Exactly which brand wins eventually depends on the distribution of consumers with

respect to the initial state of the brands, the nature of social network and the degree

to which it influences individual choice (threshold). The interesting case is where one

of the brands (brand Y in the experiments) is asymmetric with respect to the consumer

groups, viz. initial states 2 and 3.

Result 5 (Market Share, Asymmetric initial state). For initial states 2 and 3, SF
networks induce highly polarized markets where one of the brands dominate completely.
The dominated brand has a presence in the market only where consumer groups are
symmetric and initial prices are equal.

Result 5 states that SF networks tend to polarize markets much more than SW and

RN networks. The key to this lies in the structure of the networks themselves as well as

the distribution and size of consumer groups. SF networks are composed of a few very

well connected consumers who are able to lock-in consumers around them faster than in

other networks to that product which is closer to their own preferences. For initial state

2, given the distributional characteristics of both consumer groups, brand X has a lower

average distance to the whole consumer set than Y, while the reverse is true for initial
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state 3. Hence, X dominates the market in the former while Y dominates in the latter

(Figures 5 (a) and (b)).

4.3. Innovations

The experiments record the number of time steps in which at least one innovation

took place in the industry across all experiments. Two important results with respect to

innovations in the industry are the following.

Result 6 (Innovations, Networks). Innovations are highly likely in the NN case at
each time step under all settings. Presence of social networks reduce the likelihood of
innovations by at least 20% across all experiments.

Result 7 (Innovations, Stability). In the presence of networks, average number of
innovations are generally lower for parameter settings under which steady states are
more likely.

Figure 6 illustrates the above results well. Once again, the NN cases stand out

from the rest – an innovation occurs in almost every time step in at least one of the

characteristics in at least one of the brands, whereas the presence of networks reduce the

number of innovations happening in the industry (Result 6). In line with earlier results,

in the presence of networks, experiments where steady states are more likely, are also

the ones where number of innovations are significantly lower - indicating that volatility

in the market and the rate of innovation are linked (Result 7). Given that these are

the states where initial prices are also the same for both brands (Sets 3, 4, 7 and 8),

implies that when brands start on an equal footing, the apparent benefit from the more

costly strategies involving an innovation are less and hence are easier to evolve out of

the market. Once again, high standard deviation across these runs (as seen in Figure 6),

indicates that this is not a certainty but just highly likely.

Surprisingly, substantial changes in the cost differential between innovation and copy-

ing does not influence the number of innovations as well. The latter however, could be a

result of the fact that the research cost component is insignificant in the profit function,

as a result of which the effects on the mixed strategies is minimal – and hence is not

picked up within 1000 time steps.

5. Conclusion

The model and the multi-agent framework based experiments presented here examine

the effect of social networks on the competitive dynamics of an industry with two major

brands. The idea that a market can be analyzed from an evolutionary perspective has
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been present in the literature for a considerable time (Milne and Mason, 1990; Henderson,

1989). Additionally, it has been proposed that social networks may play an important

role in affecting the emergence of market structures and rates of innovations, for example

in Granovetter and Soong (1988) and Granovetter (2005). The results presented here

establish this in the context of a competitive industry. To the best of the authors’

knowledge, this is one of the first papers to model the evolutionary dynamics of brand

competition in presence of consumer heterogeneity and social influencing.

The model described above analyzes the nature of evolution of inter-brand competi-

tion and the corresponding dynamics. In particular, convergence of brands in character-

istics, rates of innovation in the industry and emerging market structures are some of the

key factors being investigated here. It is interesting to see that although firms controlling

the brands are unaware of the presence of social networks and hence do not take them

into account while deciding on strategies, the dynamics of competition are still affected

by their presence and properties. Typically, markets with underlying social networks

witness higher degrees of volatility and hence the likelihood of a steady state emerging

are lower. Also, non-networked markets see levels of convergence in brand characteristics

which are high overall, yet networked markets exhibit a higher proportion of convergence

if and when steady states do emerge. In terms of market share, networked markets have

a higher likelihood of being polarized in favor of any one brand (more acutely under scale

free networks) than in non-networked ones, where all else remaining the same, brands

co-exist and share the market equally. Presence of networks also discourage innovations,

in the form of unilateral deviations from original product, for both firms – especially so

if the probability of a steady state is high in the long run. These findings are interesting

and shed new light on the topic of brand competition. However, given the dearth of

literature on general competitive models in the presence underlying social networks, it

has not been possible to benchmark these results within the literate.

This analysis does not focus on any specific industry or market, but incorporates

general properties of an oligopolistic industry where brands exhibit specific characteristics

apparent to the consumers. As a result, some simplifying assumptions are incorporated in

order to make the analysis tractable. For instance, although brands behave strategically,

they are assumed to be myopic in their outlook, implying expected stream of future

profits are not taken into account. Also, the aim of each firm is pure profit maximization

and hence does not incorporate more complex objective functions. Individual consumers

behave rationally and are fully informed. Social networks, completely invisible to the

firms, are stable over time and strength of links and thresholds are uniform over the

whole population. There is no entry and exit of characteristics, brands and/or firms
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and all characteristics are known to all consumers as well as being equally important

for all consumers. Future research will have to involve relaxation of one or more of

these simplifying factors. Empirically motivated comparative analysis of competitive

dynamics in multiple industries would also be invaluable in validating the model and

results presented in this work.

In spite of some of the simplifying assumptions, this analysis throws interesting new

insights into what affects and is affected by brand competition in the long run. The

question of how social networking and word of mouth affects brand behaviour and evo-

lution of the market is not easy to answer, yet this model provides theoretical guidance

into some of the issues that might arise in this context. It provides a possible answer as

to why in some markets, brand distinctions seem to disappear over time. According to

the model presented here, other things being equal, the answer might lie in the social

network dynamics underlying the consumer population. Similarly, the emerging market

structure could depend on these networks, in ways not considered earlier in the literature.

And finally, the paper makes a methodological contribution in formalizing brand compe-

tition within an evolutionary perspective, which can potentially be an useful modelling

paradigm for competitive scenarios.
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Figures

Figure 1: Consumer group distributions. Points A and B are the group ideal points of Groups 1

and 2 respectively. Shaded circular areas, with centers A and B, approximately represent the spaces

over which consumer ideal points are spread randomly. Sets of points marked 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond

to the four starting positions for the brands.
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(b) Initial State 2; Sparse
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(c) Initial State 4; Dense
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(d) Initial State 4; Sparse

Figure 2: Steady States. Steady states achieved for each network type for initial states 2 and 4, under

dense and sparse settings.
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Figure 3: Convergence within steady states. Steady state and convergence statistics averaged over

100 runs for initial state 4. The black bar represents the proportion of times a steady state is reached

within each experiment, the deep grey bar represents the proportion of times convergence is seen within

these steady states Char1 only, the light grey bar represents the same in Char2 only, and the white bar

represents the same for both Char1 and Char2 simultaneously.
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(a) α = 0.25
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(b) α = 0.75

Figure 4: Time steps for steady state. Average and standard deviation of time steps required for

steady states to emerge in at least one of the characteristics in any of the brands, for initial state 2 with

dense networks. 28
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Figure 5: Market Share. Market share split after 1000 time steps, sparse networks. Black: Brand X,

White: Brand Y.
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Figure 6: Innovation rate. Number of time steps in which at least one brand innovates in at least one

characteristic for initial state 4.
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Tables

Set Group1 size Group2 size px0 px0 ci cc

1 500 500 150 250 100 20

2 500 500 150 250 100 80

3 500 500 150 150 100 20

4 500 500 150 150 100 80

5 200 800 150 250 100 20

6 200 800 150 250 100 80

7 200 800 150 150 100 20

8 200 800 150 150 100 80

Table 1: Parameters combinations (Sets) used in experiments
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